High-performance, cost effective projectors

VE303X / VE303

Bright high contrast images can be easily viewed in most applications. The excellent price performance ratio makes these projectors especially suitable for classrooms and mid-sized meeting rooms.

Benefits

**Great Picture Quality and Integrated Audio**

High contrast images from the latest Texas Instruments DLP® engine featuring Brilliant Color™ provides excellent detail and color accuracy. Also, features 2W built-in speaker.

**Easy Connections**

VE Series projectors are easily connected to computers and AV sources via HDMI, video, VGA and audio inputs.

**Innovative ECO Functions**

Extended lamp life with ECO Mode(TM) technology increases lamp life up to 6,000 hours, while lowering power consumption.

**SmartSource™ 3D Ready**

The projector can support the following 3D formats.
- HDMI 3D
- 120 Hz 3D (only available if your PC can output 120 Hz)
- HQFS 3D

**Free download of multi-display management software**

This software is an all-in-one remote support solution that runs from a central location and provides monitoring, asset management and control functionality for a majority of NEC display devices. It is ideal for multi-display installations over larger infrastructures.
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UNIQUE FEATURES

Built-in wall color correction. Advanced AccuBlend(TM) ensures detailed images when non-native resolution sources are connected to the projector. Built-in closed captioning enables decoding and display of text information from a video. Kensington lock slot enables security cable to be attached to projector. Filter-free design eliminates the hassle and time spent monitoring and / or changing filters. Image magnification with location control.

WARRANTY

Registered owners receive a 3 year parts and labor warranty including InstaCare next business day exchange. The lamp is covered for one year or 1,000 hours, whichever comes first.

SHIPS WITH

Remote control, batteries, RGB cable, power cord, user’s manual on CD-ROM, quick start guide and product registration card.

ACCESSORIES
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NP01CM universal ceiling mount suspended ceiling plate for use with NEC ceiling mounts.

NP215CASE projector carrying case replacement lamp replacement remote control DLP-Link active shutter 3D Glasses IR mouse receiver enables PJ remote to control PC and MAC functions.
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Specifications
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